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Dimensional Stress Fields and
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Single-Crystal Superalloy
Notched Specimens
Metals and their alloys, except for a few intermetallics, are inherently ductile, i.e., plastic
deformation precedes fracture in these materials. Therefore, resistance to fracture is di-
rectly related to the development of the plastic zone at the crack tip. Recent studies
indicate that the fracture toughness of single crystals depends on the crystallographic
orientation of the notch as well as the loading direction. In general, the dependence of
crack propagation resistance on crystallographic orientation arises from the anisotropy of
(i) elastic constants, (ii) plastic deformation (or slip), and (iii) the weakest fracture planes
(e.g., cleavage planes). Because of the triaxial stress state at the notch tips, many slip
systems that otherwise would not be activated during uniaxial testing become operational.
The plastic zone formation in single crystals has been tackled theoretically by Rice and
his co-workers [Rice, J. R., 1987, Mech. Mater. 6, pp. 317–335; Rice, J. R., and Saeed-
vafa, M., 1987, J. Mech. Phys. Solids 36, pp. 189–214; Saeedvafa, M., and Rice, J. R.,
1988; ibid., 37, pp. 673–691; Rice, J. R., Hawk, D. E., Asaro, R. J., 1990, Int. J. Fract.
42, pp. 301–321; Saeedvafa, M., and Rice, J. R., 1992, Modell. Simul. Mater. Sci. Eng. 1,
pp. 53–71] and only limited experimental work has been conducted in this area. The
study of the stresses and strains in the vicinity of a fcc single-crystal notch tip is of
relatively recent origin. We present experimental and numerical investigation of three-
dimensional (3D) stress fields and evolution of slip sector boundaries near notches in fcc
single-crystal PWA1480 tension test specimens and demonstrate that a 3D linear elastic
finite element model, which includes the effect of material anisotropy, is shown to predict
active slip planes and sectors accurately. The slip sector boundaries are shown to have
complex curved shapes with several slip systems active simultaneously near the notch.
Results are presented for surface and mid-plane of the specimens. The results demonstrate
that accounting for 3D elastic anisotropy is very important for accurate prediction of slip
activation near fcc single-crystal notches loaded in tension. Results from the study will
help establish guidelines for fatigue damage near single-crystal notches.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.1850939�
Introduction

Turbine blades and vanes in high-performance aircraft and
rocket engines are increasingly being made of single-crystal
nickel superalloys. Single-crystal nickel-base superalloys were de-
veloped to provide superior creep, stress rupture, melt resistance,
and thermomechanical fatigue capabilities over polycrystalline al-
loys previously used in the production of turbine blades and
vanes. Currently these single-crystal nickel-base turbine blade su-
peralloys are widely used in aircraft and rocket engine applica-
tions and are also being used in the NASA SSME alternate fuel
turbopump. These alloys play an important role in commercial,
military, and space propulsion systems. Single-crystal materials
differ significantly from polycrystalline alloys in that they have
highly orthotropic properties, making the position of the crystal
lattice relative to the part geometry a significant factor in the
overall analysis. Turbine blades and vanes, used in aircraft and
rocket engines, are typically the most demanding structural appli-
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cations for high-temperature materials due to the combination of
high operating temperature, corrosive environment, high mono-
tonic and cyclic stresses, long expected component lifetimes, and
the enormous consequence of structural failure. Hence failures of
blade components account for 40% of all turbine engine compo-
nent failures attributable to HCF. Estimation of blade fatigue
life, therefore, represents a very important aspect of durability
assessment.

Metals and their alloys, except for a few intermetallics, are
inherently ductile, i.e., plastic deformation precedes fracture in
these materials. Therefore, resistance to fracture is directly related
to the development of the plastic zone at the crack tip. Recent
studies indicate that the fracture toughness of single crystals de-
pends on the crystallographic orientation of the notch �here re-
ferred to as the secondary orientation� as well as the loading di-
rection �here referred to as primary orientation� �1–9�. In general,
the dependence of crack propagation resistance on crystallo-
graphic orientation arises from the anisotropy of �i� elastic con-
stants, �ii� plastic deformation �or slip�, and �iii� the weakest frac-
ture planes �e.g., cleavage planes�. As far as crack initiation and
propagation in metallic alloys are concerned, the effect of crystal-
lographic orientation on the development of the plastic zone in the
vicinity of a crack tip is of significant importance. In polycrystal-
JULY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 629
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line metals, although the far field stresses are controlled by their
isotropic properties, the behavior at the crack tip is partially gov-
erned by the crystal anisotropy.

Many groups have used dislocation theory to study the initia-
tion of plasticity at crack tips and notches, in semi-brittle materi-
als �10–15�, however, only limited work has been reported on the
development of plastic zones at meso- and macroscopic levels in
notched ductile single crystals. Because of the triaxial stress state
at the notch tips, many slip systems that otherwise would not be
activated during uniaxial testing become operational. The plastic
zone formation in single crystals has been tackled theoretically by
Rice and his co-workers �16–20�, and only limited experimental
work has been conducted in this area �21–25�.

The study of the stresses and strains in the vicinity of a fcc
single-crystal notch tip is of relatively recent origin; despite the
analytical and experimental investigations by researchers �16,21–
25�, a single-crystal model that incorporates 3D elastic anisotropy
and near-notch plasticity effects, necessary to accurately predict
evolution of slip sectors in 3D stress fields, is far from complete.
This paper presents an experimental and numerical investigation
of 3D stress fields and evolution of slip sector boundaries near
notches in fcc single-crystal tension test specimens and demon-
strates that a 3D linear elastic finite element model, which in-
cludes the effect of material anisotropy, is shown to predict active
slip planes and sectors accurately. This is a first step toward a
comprehensive analysis of the evolution of the plastic zone in
notches with triaxial stress fields in single-crystal superalloys. We
are developing constitutive relations for modeling crystal plastic-
ity in 3D stress fields, to evaluate both monotonic and cyclic
plastic stresses and strains, toward evaluating fatigue life in
single-crystal superalloy turbine blades. A rate-dependent consti-
tutive model is being developed �26� that is capable of modeling
large deformation and large strains. This model enables unique
determination of slip rates on each slip system even when many
potential slip systems are included in the model, thus, enabling
simulation of multiple slip.

Review of Two-Dimensional Plastic Analysis of Notched
Single Crystals

Rice �16� provided the foundation for much recent and current
work in the area of crack/notch tip stress and strain analysis by
examining the mechanics of both fcc and bcc notched specimens
loaded in tension. Rice constructs the plastic field at the crack tip
based on plane strain �two-dimensional �2D�� isotropic assump-
tions, and the results represent a continuous solution in terms of
the radial and angular displacement from the tip, where the state
of stress is constant within each sector. A perfectly plastic stress
field is assumed, and therefore the boundaries are defined as the
radial lines where a discontinuity occurs at specific angles where
the slip shifts from one system to another. The solution does not
distinguish between the two orientations’ sector boundaries or be-
tween fcc or bcc crystal structure. Both crystal orientations and
structures predict boundaries at 55, 90, and 125 deg. Rice notes
the weakness of this attribute, based on contradictory experimen-
tal studies, which is tied to the rotation of the crystal lattice. He
acknowledges the simplification of the plane strain assumption
and encourages incorporating anisotropy, strain hardening, and 3D
effects into future models.

Shield �21� conducted several tests of notched four-point bend-
ing single-crystal copper specimens to correlate Rice’s analytical
models with his experimental observations. Moiré interferometry
analysis was used to determine the strain fields and sectors.
Shield’s results from the low load levels show similarities to
Rice’s model, but do not correlate to Rice’s model at high plastic
strains. The strains do not maintain the same order in their relative
level of activity in different sectors. This changing slip activity
�with load level� contradicts the constant sector boundaries pre-
630 Õ Vol. 127, JULY 2005
dicted using 2D isotropic assumptions. Shield’s experimental re-
sults, and their dissimilarity to Rice’s analysis, again highlight the
need for a more accurate predictive model.

Crone and Shield �23� continued experimental studies of notch
tip deformation in two different orientations of single-crystal cop-
per and copper-beryllium tensile specimens. Slip sector bound-
aries are determined experimentally, again using Moiré interfer-
ometry. The visible slip patterns determine slip activity, but as the
authors note, a lack of visible slip does not rule out any activity.
Slip systems may be activated internally, rather than at the sur-
face, or may show varying patterns on the surface as deformation
continues. They compared their experimental results to Rice’s
analytical solution, as well as numerical finite element analysis
�FEA� solutions by Mohan et al. �27� and Cuitino and Ortiz �28�.
Both numerical models are based on the plane strain assumption,
although Cuitino and Ortiz later conclude the problem cannot
truly be plane strain due to large strain differences internally and
at the surface. Even with the plane strain assumption, the numeri-
cal and analytical models do not match; all three differ from the
experimental results. The experimental results are somewhat am-
biguous due to the ‘‘annulus of validity,’’ where Crone and Shield
take their measurements. This annulus, following Shield and Kim
�25� corresponds to the radial area from 350 to 750 �m from the
notch tip. The notch width is between 100 and 200 �m, making
the notch radius between 50 and 100 �m. Therefore the annulus
and the region where the sectors are measured is anywhere from
3.5 to 7.0 and 7.5 to 15.0 times the notch radius from the tip.
These distances would place the sectors well out of the range of
any elastic deformation and clearly can only be used where ex-
treme plastic deformation exists. However, Crone and Shield pre-
serve this annulus to avoid material too close to the notch tip.
They note that observed slip activity begins in a single sector; as
deformation proceeds, more slip lines become visible in the same
sector at further radial distances from the notch. They also clearly
observe horizontal slip traces directly ahead of the notch, how-
ever, they discount their observations and label the slip as ‘‘elas-
tic’’ in order to compare their solution to other perfectly plastic
sharp crack solutions. Citing Saeedvafa and Rice �18� they further
explain these traces as a function of hardening and not plastic
deformation, but they do not make such accounts for the other
sectors. Contrary to the equivalent sectors predicted by Rice,
Crone and Shield’s observed sectors show a marked difference
with orientation, varying in both specific boundary angles and in
the number of sectors. The plane strain FEA results on a central
plane of the model appeared to correspond more closely to the
experimental results. Crone and Shield assert this agreement to the
central plane FEA results, which suggests that plane strain is ac-
curate for specific locations.

Schulson and Xu �22� examined the state of stress at a notch tip
for single crystal Ni3Al, the �� component of single-crystal super-
alloys, using three-point bending specimens. An analytical model
based on elastic isotropic assumptions was used and calculated
stress field around the notch based on the equations for a sharp
notch. Two solutions based on plane stress and plane strain as-
sumptions were evaluated. They note, however, that since the
notch causes a triaxial state of stress, both these assumptions and
ignoring anisotropy are approximations. Experimental results after
significant plastic deformation reveal results that deviate from
those predicted by either plane stress or plane strain, but are closer
to the plane stress assumption.

Elastic Anisotropy in fcc Single Crystals
The generalized Hooke’s law for a homogeneous anisotropic

body in Cartesian coordinates �x, y, z with origin at point O� is
given by Eq. �1� �29�

���� �ai j���� (1)

�ai j� is the matrix of 36 elastic coefficients, of which only 21 are
independent, since �ai j���aj i� . The elastic properties of FCC
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crystals exhibit cubic symmetry, also described as cubic syngony.
The elastic properties of materials with cubic symmetry can be
described with three independent constants designated as the elas-
tic modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson ratio �29�, and hence
�ai j� can be expressed as shown in Eq. �2�, in the material coor-
dinate system �fcc crystal axes are parallel to x, y, and z coordinate
axes�. In contrast to the fcc single-crystal material, an isotropic
material can only have two independent elastic constants

�ai j���
a11 a12 a12 0 0 0

a12 a11 a12 0 0 0

a12 a12 a11 0 0 0

0 0 0 a44 0 0

0 0 0 0 a44 0

0 0 0 0 0 a44

�
(2)
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The elastic constants in the generalized Hooke’s law of an an-
isotropic body �ai j� vary with the direction of the coordinate axes.
For orientations other than the (x ,y ,z) axes, the �ai j� matrix var-
ies with the crystal orientation. In the case of an isotropic body the
constants are invariant in any orthogonal coordinate system. Con-
sider a Cartesian coordinate system (x�,y�,z�) that has rotated
about the origin O of (x ,y ,z). The elastic constant matrix �ai j� � in
the (x�,y�,z�) coordinate system that relates ���� and ���� �����
��ai j� ������ is given by the following transformation �29�:

�ai j� ���Q�T�ai j��Q�� 

m�1

6



n�1

6

amnQmiQn j , � i , j�1,2, . . . ,6�

(3)

The transformation matrix �Q� is a 6�6 matrix that is a func-
tion of the direction cosines between the (x ,y ,z) and (x�,y�,z�)
coordinate axes. Knowing the state of stress at a given location, in
the material coordinate system (x ,y ,z), the resolved shear stresses
�RSS� on the 12 primary octahedral slip systems, denoted by �1,
�2, . . . ,�12, can be readily obtained using the transformation
given by Eq. �4� �30�. The slip plane and slip direction of the 12
primary octahedral slip systems are given in Table 1 �30�

Table 1 Slip plane and slip direction for the 12 primary octa-
hedral slip systems †30‡

Slip system Slip plane 110��111� Slip direction

1 �111� �101̄�
2 �111� �01̄1�
3 �111� �11̄0�
4 (1̄11̄) �101̄�
5 (1̄11̄) �110�
6 (1̄11̄) �011�
7 (11̄1̄) �110�
8 (11̄1̄) �01̄1�
9 (11̄1̄) �101�

10 (1̄1̄1) �011�
11 (1̄1̄1) �101�
12 (1̄1̄1) �11̄0�
Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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�1 1 0 0 �1 �1

0 1 �1 �1 �1 0

1 �1 0 0 �1 �1

0 1 �1 �1 1 0

1 0 �1 �1 0 �1

0 �1 1 �1 �1 0

�1 0 1 �1 0 �1

�1 1 0 0 1 �1
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Three-Dimensional Elastic Anisotropic FEA of Notched
Single Crystal Specimens and Prediction of Slip Sectors

An ideal test would incorporate parameters for specimen size,
type of test, plasticity, hardening, lattice rotation, etc., and even-
tually a fatigue crack rather than a notch. However, before incor-
porating such complexity the basic model must be better under-
stood. We present a numerical and experimental investigation of
3D stress fields and evolution of slip sector boundaries near
notches, using double-notched tensile specimens of a single-
crystal superalloy, which has a fcc crystal structure. A 3D linear
elastic finite element model that includes the effect of material
anisotropy is shown to predict active slip planes and sectors at the
specimen surface accurately.

Three-dimensional FEA incorporating elastic anisotropy was
used to model test specimens with a fixed �001� primary crystal-
lographic orientation and two different secondary orientations �as
shown in Fig. 1� to predict slip activity and sectors around the
notch. The two specimens examined have the load direction along
the �001� primary orientation, while the notch directions are � 1̄10�
for specimen A and �010� for specimen B. Three-dimensional FEA
of notched single-crystal specimens was accomplished using
ANSYS finite element software �Version 5.7�. Figure 2 defines the
specimen dimensions whose values are given in Table 2. The FEA
component stresses were taken from the material coordinate sys-
tem, around the notch, and then used in the transformation equa-
tions to calculate the individual resolved shear stresses. Data were
analyzed over a wide range of radial and angular distances to
create a complete stress field, and later used to draw conclusions
on sectors and slip activation.

Fig. 1 Finite element analysis, specimens, and orientations
†32‡
JULY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 631



ANSYS aligns material properties with the element coordinate
system; therefore, the element coordinate system is aligned with
the material coordinate system so that the directional material
properties are suitably applied. The ANSYS elements chosen for the
FEM are PLANE2 �2D six-node triangular element with quadratic
displacement functions� and SOLID95 �3D structural solid with
20 nodes� capable of incorporating anisotropic properties. Figure
3 shows the 3D FE model of specimen A and a close-up view of
the notch mesh. After the three-dimensional solid model is cre-
ated, the front face is meshed with the PLANE2 �two-
dimensional� elements. This front face has precise element sizing
along the defined radial lines around the notch tip at 5 deg inter-
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Fig. 2 Dimensions of specimen A †31‡

Fig. 3 3D Finite element model of specimen A with a close-up
view of the notch †31‡

F
f
nTable 2 Actual and finite element specimen dimensions in mm

†31‡

Dimensions

Specimen A Specimen B

Actual FEM Actual FEM

Width 5.100 5.100 5.04 5.04
Height 19.000 19.000 17.594 17.594

Thickness 1.800 1.800 1.82 1.82
Right notch length 1.300 1.550 1.399 1.399
Left notch length 1.550 1.550 1.36 1.399

Right notch height 0.113 0.113 0.084 0.084
Left notch height 0.111 0.113 0.0845 0.084
632 Õ Vol. 127, JULY 2005
als �Fig. 4�a��. Once the front face is meshed, three-dimensional
lements are swept through the volume to complete the meshing
f the model and the two-dimensional mesh is deleted.

To observe both the near-field and far-field state of stress in the
icinity of the notch �radial and angular�, six concentric arcs were
reated at the following radii from the notch tip: 0.25*�, 0.50*�,
.00*�, 2.00*�, 3.00*�, and 5.00*�; where � is the notch radius
Fig. 4�b��. The element sizing of the FEM allows data to be
ollected on any of five separate x-y planes, including the front,
iddle, and back planes.

esults From Finite Element Analysis
Results were plotted for the 12 primary RSS values from r
0.25*� to 5*� and from 0 deg to the top of the notch �100 deg

or 0.25*� up to 170 deg for 5*��. Figure 5�a� shows a represen-
ative plot of RSS values of 12 primary slip systems, on the sur-
ace of specimen A, as a function of theta, at r�5� . As a stress-
ased process, slip deformation can be predicted by the numerical
odel’s highest individual resolved shear stresses. The slip sys-

ems that are represented by the highest resolved shear stresses,
hich exceed the experimentally measured critical resolved shear

tress �CRSS� value, should then be observable as slip lines in the
xperimental test samples. The experimentally determined CRSS
alue of 47 ksi for the primary slip systems is shown as a dark
orizontal line in Fig. 5. The dominant slip systems shown in Fig.
�a� (�1 from 0 to 54 deg, �2 from 54 to 68 deg, �6 from 68 to 86
eg, �2 from 86 to 122 deg, and �3

ig. 4 „a… Close-up view of element sizing on the specimen
ront face near the notch and „b… Radial and angular coordi-
ates used for producing slip sector plots †32‡
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 „a… RSS values „specimen A… for the 12 slip systems, as a function of theta, at rÄ5*� on surface
†32‡; and „b… RSS values „specimen A… for the 12 slip systems, as a function of theta, at rÄ5*� on
midplane †32‡
from 122 to 135 deg�, with RSS values above 47 ksi will be
activated at that radial and angular location. Although there are
other slip systems with RSS values above the CRSS value, the
only observed slip systems are the dominant ones.

The slip system with the maximum RSS varies with radial and
angular position; sectors were determined for each radius by the
overall maximum RSS or the dominant slip system. By carefully
studying the RSS plots from r�0.25*� to 5*� a comprehensive
picture of activated slip systems emerges. Figure 6 shows acti-
vated regions with different colors indicating activated slip sys-
urnal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
tems, around the notch, for specimens A, at the surface. For ex-
ample, at r�0.25*� , �11 is activated from 0 to 17 deg, and at r
�5*� , �1 is activated from 0 to 54 deg, and so on. Table 4 also
summarizes the dominant slip systems at the surface of specimen
A, as a function of � and r.

The RSS values at the midplane were consistently higher than
those at the surface, as shown in Fig. 5�b�. This indicates that slip
is likely to initiate at the midplane and progress to the surface.
Crone and Shield �23� also note that slip systems may be activated
JULY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 633



internally, rather than at the surface. It is also observed in Fig. 5�b�
that dominant slip systems occur in pairs (�1 and �10, �2 and �11).
The RSS values for other nondominant slip systems also occur in
pairs (�5 and �7, �4 and �6, �3 and �12, �8 and �9).

The radial variation produced lobed sectors, rather than straight
sectors with constant boundaries �Fig. 6�. Note that the boundaries
are shaped more like lobes than the constant pie-slice radial
boundaries depicted by Rice �16� and Crone and Shield �23�.

Comparison of Experimental Results With Finite Ele-
ment Analysis

Experimental slip field results produced from tensile testing of
specimens A and B were compared to FEA predictions. We will
discuss the comparison of numerical and experimental results at
r�5*� , as shown in Fig. 7 and summarized in Table 3. The FEA
results predict slip activation from 0 to 135 deg; however, in the
experimental test, slip activation is only visible at the given radius
up to 110 deg.

The exact slip system cannot be determined by the slip trace
analysis alone; nonetheless, correlating the known slip plane to
the numerical prediction is still a good measure of the model’s
accuracy. The single dominant slip system plane predicted for

Fig. 6 Dominant and active slip systems at the surface of
specimen A as a function of � and r †32‡
634 Õ Vol. 127, JULY 2005
each sector by the FEA and those indicated by the experimental
specimen match well �Table 3�. The crystal orientation of the
tested single-crystal specimen A deviated 8 deg from the 001�
load direction. This deviation may result in the apparent asymme-
try in certain sectors between the positive and negative half

Fig. 7 Experimental slip field results on the surface for speci-
men A
Table 3 Summary of numerical and experimental results for specimen A at rÄ5*� †31,32‡

Dominant Slip System Sectors
Specimen A

r�5*�

Sector

Numerical solution
Experimental

results
Isotropic
solution Rice solution

� � max
Slip

system � Slip plane �
Slip

plane � Slip plane

I 0–54 �1 �111�

�101̄�

0–68 �111�
or

(1̄1̄1)

0–56 (111) 0–55 (1̄11)
and

(11̄1)
II 54–68 �2 �111�

�01̄1�

56–115 (111) 55–90 (1̄11)
and

(111̄)
or

�111�
III 68–86 �6 (1̄11̄)

�011�

68–90 (1̄11̄) — — 90–125 (11̄1)
and

(111̄)
or

�111�
IV 86–122 �2 �111�

�01̄1�

85–115 (111)
or

�1̄1̄1�

— — 125–180 (1̄11)
and

(11̄1)
V 122–135 �3 �111�

�11̄0�

— — — — — —
Transactions of the ASME



Table 4 Numerical prediction of dominant slip systems on the surface of specimen A, for
varying radii r from the notch †31,32‡

Dominant Slip System Sectors
Specimen A

Sector

r�0.25*� r�0.5*� r�1*�

� � max
Slip

system � � max Slip system � � max Slip system

I 0–17 �11 (1̄1̄1)
�101�

0–35 �1 �111�

�101̄�

0–57 �1 �111�

�101̄�
II 17–82 �2 �111�

�01̄1�

35–105 �2 �111�

�01̄1�

57–113 �2 �111�

�01̄1�
III 82–100 �6 (1̄11̄)

�011�

¯ ¯ ¯ 113–120 �3 �111�

�11̄0�

Sector

r�2.0*� r�5.0*�

� � max Slip system � � max Slip system

I 0–59 �1 (111)�101̄� 0–54 �1 (111)�101̄�
II 59–116 �2 (111)�01̄1� 54–68 �2 (111)�01̄1�
III 116–150 �3 (111)�11̄0� 68–86 �6 (1̄11̄)�011�
IV ¯ ¯ ¯ 86–122 �2 (111)�01̄1�
V ¯ ¯ ¯ 122–135 �3 (111)�11̄0�
planes, as well as any sector boundary differences. Furthermore,
the specific irregularities in the notch cutouts may have a different
effect from the simplifications of symmetry made in the FEM. The
discrepancies seen between the numerical and analytical models
Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
may be due to the elastic simplifications of the model, but may
also be attributed in part to the 8° deviation from �001� for the
experimental load axis.

Specimen B was also analyzed using similar techniques. Figure
Fig. 8 Experimental slip field results on the surface for specimen B
JULY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 635
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Table 5 Numerical prediction of dominant slip systems on the surface of specimen B, for
varying radii r from the notch †32‡

Dominant Slip System Sectors
Specimen B

Sector

r�0.25*� r�0.5*� r�1*�

� � max Slip system � � max
Slip

system � � max Slip system

I 0–41 �8 (11̄1̄)�01̄1� 0–56 �8 (11̄1̄)

�01̄1�

0–52 �10 (1̄1̄1)
�011�

II 41–100 �6 (1̄11̄)�011� 56–105 �6 (1̄11̄)
�011�

52–56 �2 �111�

�01̄1�
III ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 56–116 �6 (1̄11̄)

�011�
IV ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 116–120 �4 (1̄11̄)

�101̄�

Sector

r�2.0*� r�5.0*�

� � max Slip system � � max Slip system

I 0–50 �10 (1̄1̄1)�011� 0–46 �10 (1̄1̄1)�011�
II 50–60 �2 (111)�01̄1� 46–56 �2 (111)�01̄1�
III 60–68 �3 (111)�11̄0� 56–64 �3 (111)�11̄0�
IV 68–150 �6 (1̄11̄)�011� 64–131 �6 (1̄11̄)�011�
8 shows the experimentally predicted slip field results, while
Table 5 summarizes the numerical results. Numerically predicted
slip systems for specimen B agree extremely well with experi-
mental results, as in specimen A. Experimentally observed slip
field results are seen to be very different from those of specimen
A, highlighting the importance of crystal orientation in activating
specific slip systems. Figure 9 shows the dominant slip sector
boundaries at the surface of specimen B, as a function of � and r.
Comparison of the results between Figs. 6 and 9 show that the
activated slip systems for the two specimen orientations are very
different, as is also evidenced by the experimental slip fields. The
RSS values at the specimen midplane were also higher for speci-
men B, and occurred in pairs, indicating again that slip is likely
initiated at the midplane first.

Conclusions
A detailed experimental and numerical investigation of 3D

stress fields and evolution of slip sector boundaries near notches
in fcc single-crystal tension test specimens is presented, as a func-
tion of crystallographic orientation. Results demonstrate that a 3D
linear elastic finite element model that includes the effect of ma-
terial anisotropy predicts active slip planes and sectors accurately.
The slip sector boundaries are shown to have complex curved
shapes with several slip systems active simultaneously near the
notch. Slip sectors determined by the stress field are not constant

Fig. 9 Dominant and active slip systems at the surface of
specimen B as a function of � and r †32‡
Õ Vol. 127, JULY 2005
for a given material, as generally indicated by the literature
�16,21–23�, but are determined by the applied load. Slip sector
boundaries on the surface showed excellent agreement with ex-
perimental results. Slip systems activated are shown to be a strong
function of crystallographic orientation. Results are presented for
the surface and midplane of the specimens. The RSS values at the
midplane were consistently higher than at the surface, for both
orientations examined, indicating that slip might indeed initiate at
the midplane and progress to the surface. The results presented
demonstrates that accounting for 3D elastic anisotropy is very
important for accurate prediction of slip activation near fcc single-
crystal notches under a triaxial state of stress. A linear elastic
model can be used to predict the initial slip, based on the CRSS
value for the slip system, but cannot predict subsequent behavior
due to plasticity around the notch tip. Some other modeling as-
sumptions include low temperature deformation, no account of
microstructural �i.e., dislocation� mechanisms, and no crystal lat-
tice rotation. However, for this analysis, we have used the FEA
results to only predict the onset of yield on slip systems and not
the subsequent effects of plasticity. These advanced effects will be
included in subsequent modeling efforts currently underway.
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